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ABSTRACT Building extraction from RGB VHR images is an important and popular topic for mapping,
disaster emergency responding, and city management. The automation of most methodologies cannot meet
the need for applications. In this paper, based on classification and optimization, we propose a novel
methodology using shadows to automatically extract building samples and verify buildings accurately to
improve automation and accuracy. On one hand, in order to acquire various and reliable building samples
automatically for classification, detected shadows first are shifted opposite to the direction of illumination
to extract building shadows. Furthermore, each building shadow will be shifted again in the same way. Then
according to the distribution of classes in these customized shifted regions, building samples can be filtered
out by removing those recognized objects. On the other hand, besides the common measures to optimize
the initial building during post-processing; a new, original, and an efficient shadow-based index for building
verification is also designed. Shadow rate on the intersect boundary between the expanding edge of candidate
regions and their shifted regions following the illumination direction can efficiently recognize buildings.
When the proposed method is compared to other sample acquisition methods based on shadow, experimental
results show that the approach for building samples acquisition is helpful to get accurate initial building
results. Moreover, in comparison with other building extraction methods, the proposed building verification
method can distinguish buildings from non-buildings. This significantly improves the accuracy of the final
results. Numerical assessments performed on a series of test images indicate that our proposed approach for
building extraction is efficient and feasible, especially in suburban areas.

INDEX TERMS Building extraction, classification and post-processing, shifted shadow algorithm,
automatic building samples extraction, shadow-based verification.

I. INTRODUCTION
Buildings automatically or semi-automatically extracted
from very-high-resolution (VHR) images can minimize the
human work burden in the application of continuous updates
on city planning and cartographic mapping, rapid responses
to civilian and military emergencies, disaster planning and
management or many other types of urban simulation [1].
It has been a popular research topic since sensors develop so
quickly that the newest, detail information of buildings can be
obtained conveniently. However, automatic building extrac-
tion from high-resolution images must address how to use
automatic strategies to replace manual assistance to provide
complex building information. Previous studies focusing on
building detection in monocular images can be categorized
from threemain aspects, including graph-basedmethodology,

active contour approaches and supervised machine learning
approaches.

Graph-based approaches have been introduced by several
researchers to detect buildings in monocular optical images.
Kim and Muller [2] divided the process of building into four
stages including extracting lines, generating line-relation-
graph based on lines geometric relationship, detecting
building hypothesis by the graph and lastly building veri-
fication by ground-level, medium-level and vertical-level
lines. The approach was restrained by certain building
shapes. Sirmacek andUnsalan [3] used scale-invariant feature
transform (SIFT) in multiple subgraph matching to detect
urban areas and then combined graph-cut algorithms to
detect separate buildings. Both of them can only extract
building hypothesis rather than accurate building boundaries.
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Ok [4] utilized shadow information to extract building candi-
date regions and then proposed a graph theory framework
consisting of two partitioning levels to obtain accurate
building regions. This approach relied on NIR band data and
solar angles. If the source image cannot supply relative prior
knowledge, it may not work efficiently.

Active contour is another effective approach for building
detection. Ruther et al. [5] proposed a semiautomatic
approach to delineate buildings by optimizing their approx-
imate building contour position based on snake models
and using elevation on DSM to verify. However, DSM
was hard to acquire. Ahmadi et al. [6] proposed a novel
active contour model to automatically detect buildings.
The new model based on level-set formulation by adding
two terms to Chan and Vese energy function was initialized
by selecting sample data. However, it also needed priori
knowledge about the number of building and background
class. To sum up, the accuracy of active contour method-
ology is restricted by the capability of extracting building
boundaries. The main reason is that feature points of those
buildings without obvious difference from adjacent objects
are difficult to detect. In addition, they are often used for
buildings with regular shape especially rectangle [7]. Because
of these restrictions, the approach is limited in application
and the performance in different images or scenes is not very
robust.

In comparison, supervised machine learning approaches
are less limited by the scene, priori knowledge and
shapes. Then they are widely studied and popularly
used to detect buildings combining classification with
optimization [1], [8]–[15]. Specifically, spectral, contex-
tual, structural features (e.g. shape, size, height, morpho-
logical building index) and differential morphological
profiles [16]–[18] extracted as example data of definite
categories are entered into classifiers such as SVM, rule-
based classification and fuzzy for training [19], [20]. Then
the trained classifier can classify the image to extract
initial buildings. After that, they are optimized through
several post-processing strategies, such as region growth,
morphology operations and so on [21], [22]. Additionally,
shadow, vegetation, height and prior shape information such
as rectangular or circular buildings, can be regarded as
supportive information to verify buildings in the optimiza-
tion process [22]–[24]. For instance, Sumer and Turker [25]
proposed a GA-based building detection approach. Fisher’s
linear discriminant analysis and adaptive fuzzy logic
controller operation were combined to find each potential
building regions. Then, morphological post-processing were
aimed to remove artefacts. The performance was better for
urban and suburban buildings than rural test scenes in IKNOS
image tests. Turker and Koc-San [19] proposed an inte-
grated approach for rectangular- and circular- shape build-
ings. Building patches were detected from the image by
SVM classification. Then the boundaries were constructed
by Hough transformation and perceptual grouping by edge
detection. This approach can be applied in any area but fails

may still occur when buildings are too close or roofs are
occluded.

Generally speaking, compared with other kinds of
approaches, supervised machine learning has lesser limita-
tion in principle. What is more, owing to the advantages
of machine learning principle, the automation is promoted
greatly than the ones of the other two approaches. However,
training samples for each class are usually selected by
manually, decreasing the automation of the approach. As a
result, in order to improve the automatic of building extrac-
tion, it is important to find methods to acquire samples
automatically. Besides, the initial building results always
contain many non-buildings. Building verification in post-
processing is vital to improve the accuracy. Given that
shadow is adjacent to its relative building, it is useful to
locate the building position. Moreover, it is easily to be
detected automatically based on their spectral signatures.
If the detected shadow location can be used to extract building
samples properly, the automation would be improved. Addi-
tionally, as a common and significant evidence, shadow
has been employed in many approaches for verification
in post-processing [26]–[28]. Iwasaki and Yamazaki [29]
measured shadow lengths before and after an earthquake to
estimate building heights and detect the change in build-
ings. In the process, collapsed buildings can be identified
automatically. Sirmacek and Unsalan [30] applied multiple
building cues, including edge information, shadow informa-
tion and invariant color features, in order to detect buildings
whose roofs have the same color. However, these verification
indexes were not definite, easy enough to be calculated to
measure the relationship between building and its shadow.
If suitable indices for building verification based on shadow
can be designed, the automation and accuracy combining
with supervised machine learning can be improved.

Therefore, in this paper, an original approach is proposed
for building detection based on automatic SVM classification
and post-processing [Figure 1]. An image is divided into
four classes, i.e. shadow, vegetation, building and bare land.

FIGURE 1. Flow chart of the proposed methodology for building
extraction.
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Training samples of shadows, vegetation and buildings are
automatically acquired. Specifically, we design a novel
and robust method that utilizes building shadow regions
for building samples acquisition, as well as an estimated
shadow shift vector to extract various supplementary building
samples. In addition to the bare land samples collected by
seed point selection and region growth, accurate samples
of the four classes are trained to establish a suitable SVM
classifier and to classify other unlabeled pixels. An initial
building mask can be extracted from the classified results.
This mask is then optimized furtherly via automatic post-
processing. In the post-processing scheme, morphological
operations, region growth and a newly designed building
verification strategy based on shadow evidence are integrated
to supplement some incomplete buildings and to remove non-
buildings.

In this study, our main contribution with respect to building
extraction includes two aspects:

(1) A novel method is developed to automatically
acquire accurate building samples. Using automatic detected
shadows, they are shifted to judge building shadows and
furtherly extract each building regions where shifted building
shadows are covered to acquire various building samples
automatically.

(2) A new index to verify buildings with shadow infor-
mation is designed. Making full use of the common border
between buildings and its shadows, the shadow rate on such
border can be effective to inspect whether the region is
building or not.

II. THE PROPOSE METHOD
The proposed approach utilizes single ortho-rectified images
that can provide RGB band data. Building extraction actu-
ally consists of two processes, i.e. classification to extract
candidate buildings and post-processing to improve accu-
racy. Initially, vegetation and shadow masks are extracted
automatically. The shadow mask is then used to acquire
building samples by the new proposed shifted region strategy.
Thereafter, the automatically obtained building, shadow and
vegetation samples are used as the training data for the
SVM classifier, along with the manually acquired bare land
samples. The image can be classified into four classes
{CSD, CVE, CBL, CB}, which represent shadow, vegetation,
bare land and building respectively. Then, the initial building
mask can then be extracted using the trained SVM model.
Lastly, the final building mask can be constructed through
post-processing operations, which consist of morphology
operations to delete small non-buildings and to fill in building
holes, region growth to supplement incomplete buildings and
inspection to eliminate non-building regions. Each stage of
our methodology is elucidated in subsequent sections.

A. AUTOMATIC VEGETATION AND SHADOW DETECTION
TO FORM A PRE-CLASSIFICATION MAP
Shadows and vegetation are common objects existed in many
images can be detected easily according to their unique

spectral signatures respectively. Then we should conduct a
pre-classification by assigning an initial label to each image
pixel to produce a pre-classification map C = {CSD, CVE,
CU}, where CU represents unlabelled pixels.
Shadows in images generally have low brightness, higher

saturation and other spectral signatures. We use the method-
ology which combines typical spectral and newly designed
shadow signatures with automatic threshold strategy to
detect shadows accurately and automatically, as shown
in equation (1). All the detected shadow pixels would be
labelled as CSD.

CSD =

(i, j)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
(
B′(i, j) > T_B′&&I (i, j) < T_I

)∥∥(Q(i, j) > T_Q&&G′(i, j) < T_G′
)

‖A(i, j) > T_A

 (1)

Where (i, j) is the pixel coordinate in the image. I
represents the intensity feature in HIS space. B′,G′ are
nominalized B and G feature respectively. Q and A are
combined features designed by above simple features
[defined in Equation (2) and (3)]. The thresholds of each
feature are automatically calculated by Otsu algorithm [31].

Q = B′ − I (2)

A =

{
2B′ − I − G′, G′ <= T_G′

2B′ − I − 2G′, G′ > T_G′
(3)

Based only on R,G and B band data, NDVI cannot be used.
Experimental results show thatG′ in vegetation is greater than
other objects. Therefore, combining this feature and its Otsu
threshold by equation (4), the vegetation can be automatically
detected. Thereafter, all the detected vegetation would be
labelled as CVE.

CVE = {(i, j)|G′(i, j) > T_G′} (4)

Then the rest unlabelled pixels would be labelled as CU,
and the pre-classification map can be obtained without any
manual assistance. It would be used in the following process.
In addition, shadow and vegetation samples can be easily
extracted from automatic detected results.

B. SHIFTED SHADOW REGION ANALYSIS TO
AUTOMATICALLY EXTRACT BUILDING SAMPLES
In this study, owing to class distribution in shifted shadow
regions which reflects the category of the object where it
belongs to, we proposed a shifted region strategy to auto-
matically extract building samples. Firstly, shift vector V
can be estimated according to direction of illumination in an
image. All shadow regions would be shifted according to
their customized V k . Secondly, since high rate of vege-
tation in such regions indicates these shadows belong to
vegetation, by analyzing the class distribution in the shifted
shadow regions according to pre-classification map, vegeta-
tion shadow can be filtered out to extract building shadows.
In addition, shifting the building shadows again, except vege-
tation and shadow, the other part of the shifted shadow
regions are likely to be buildings. Thereafter, the initial
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building samples can be automatically obtained. Then
through obtaining the intersection of the CU in each shifted
regions, the candidate building samples can be extracted.
Lastly, they would be furtherly inspected with its spectral
features to remove some interrupted non-building samples,
especially vegetation. Finally, all the building sample regions
for classification can be obtained.

1) PROPOSED SHIFTED REGION ALGORITHM
USING SHADOW
Define a unit normal vector V i, parallel to the opposite direc-
tion of illumination representing, is the shifted unit vector.
Actually it can be estimated using some corner points on the
shadow edge and their corresponding points on the object
edge. Generally, building corner and its shadow are easier
to be found in an image. Therefore we propose a method
to customize approximate shift vector V k for each shadow
region. These vectors can conduct the shadow region to a
new location where part of the original object is covered. It is
expressed in equation (5).

V k =
√
λlk · V i, k ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,K } (5)

Where λ is a rate coefficient, k represents the index of the
shadow region, K is the total number of shadow regions;
and lk is the perimeter of this shadow region. λ can be set by
empirical value, [0.5,1.5] will be recommended. Then, a set
of shift vectors VS = (V1,V2, · · ·,VK ) in an image can be
used to obtain corresponding shifted regions.

2) BUILDING SHADOW EXTRACTION
In fact, when a shadow region is shifted by a suitable distance
to the opposite direction of illumination, the number of source
object to which a shadow belongs is greater than the number
of other object classes in the shifted shadow region. There-
fore, in the shifted regions of vegetation shadows, vegetation
would be the greatest class in the non-shadow objects. Then,
combined with a pre-classification map where vegetation
and shadow are detected firstly, vegetation shadows can be
recognized by comparing the number between CVE and CU
in each shifted shadow region. Most non-building shadows
can be filtered out by eliminating these vegetation shadows
and then building shadows can be obtained. Furthermore,
building shadows will be shifted again and their distribu-
tion are analyzed to automatically extract building training
samples.

3) INTEGRATION OF THREE DIFFERENT KINDS OF SHIFTED
SHADOW REGIONS TO REMOVE CBL PIXELS
In the shifted building shadow region, the class distribu-
tion is clarified with the aid of the pre-classification map.
Most CU pixels in this region denote a building, but some-
times a few of them belong to the bare land adjacent to the
building. Therefore, as long as these interference regions can
be removed, the remaining CU regions can be regarded as
building samples. Then, we design a strategy which inte-
grates three different shifted shadow regions to determine

their intersection in the CU region. These three regions
are determined using V i,V i_left and V i_right. As displayed
in Figure 2(a), V i_left and V i_right are unit vectors obtained
by rotating V i clockwise and counter-clockwise at the same
angle θ , respectively. Hence, they can be calculated using
equation (6).

V i = (sinβ, cosβ)

V i_left = (sin(β + θ), sin(β + θ ))

V i_right = (sin(β − θ), sin(β − θ )) (6)

FIGURE 2. (a) Schematic diagram that describes the relationship among
shift vectors V i ,V i_left and V i_right. (b) Region in pink with an azure
boundary denotes the CU region in the shifted shadow regions as
obtained using V i_right. The region with a yellow boundary represents CU
regions in shifted shadow regions determined with V i_left. (c) Region
in red indicates the building sample gathered by integrating the
intersection of the three kinds of CU regions determined usingV i ,V i_left
and V i_right.

For example, the two kinds of CU regions are deter-
mined using V i_left and V i_right, as illustrated in Figure 2(b).
The building sample can be then acquired by integrating the
intersection of the three kinds of CU regions [Figure 2(c)].
These regions indeed correspond to buildings, and the CBL
pixels near the building can thus be easily removed. In addi-
tion, some CU regions which are far smaller than the other
sample regions extracted in a single shifted building shadow
region are also deleted to efficiently lower CBL interference.
Therefore, most CBL samples can be eliminated in this step,
and we can then obtain the initial building samples.

4) REMOVAL OF SOME VEGETATION SAMPLES
On occasion, a few vegetation shadows cannot be removed
after building shadow extraction, resulted in a few vege-
tation samples may be misrecognized as building samples.
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Therefore, each initial sample is inspected further according
to the condition listed in equation (7) to remove these vege-
tation samples and to extract the most accurate building
samples.

SAMB = {Rs||Ḡ′s − Ḡ
′

All| < |Ḡ
′
s − T

′
G|&&Īs ≥ ĪAll} (7)

Where s is the index number of the sample regionRs; SAMB
represents the set of building sample regions;Ḡ′s and Īs, Ḡ

′
All

and ĪAll are the mean values of featuresG′ and I in the sample
region and in the entire sample region, respectively; and T ′G
is the automatic Otsu threshold of G′. The vegetation sample
can thus be removed through this inspection. By applying
the aforementioned strategy to each building shadow, we can
automatically detect various and accurate building sample
regions.

C. BUILDING INITIAL MASK EXTRACTION BASED ON
SVM CLASSIFICATION
SVM algorithm is used to divide CU into four classes,
i.e. shadows, vegetation, buildings and bare land.
The samples of each class would be gained and their features
would be extracted and input to SVM classifier for training
to extract initial building mask.

1) SAMPLE REGIONS EXTRACTION
In the previous supervised classification, samples of each
class are selected manually. In response, we propose an
approach to gather samples regions to reduce human effort.
On the basis of shadow and vegetation automatic detec-
tion, their samples can be selected automatically using a
pre-classification map. The collection of bare land sample
regions alone requires some manual assistance by deter-
mining some seed points and integrating an automatic
region-growth algorithm.Moreover, themost pivotal building
sample regions are then obtained automatically and accu-
rately through our designed method based on the shifted
regions principle.

2) AUTOMATIC SVM CLASSIFICATION TO OBTAIN INITIAL
BUILDING EXTRACTION RESULTS
SVM is a non-parametric classification technique based no
statistical learning, which can identify and optimize the
separating hyperplane of classes by adopting the structure
risk minimization (SRM) principle [32]. We applied the
SVM classification algorithm and selected feature vector to
establish a classification model by training these samples.
The trained classifier would be further used to distinguish
which class the unlabeled pixel in the pre-classification map
belongs to.

To begin with, we use Radial Basis Function (RBF) as the
kernel function. The SVM algorithm parameters are set with
empirical values to realize automatic classification. Secondly,
direct spectral features are selected based on R,G,B bands.
Apart from them, some transformation and operations such
as subtraction, texture(LAWF) and HIS color transition are
used to provide other spectral and texture attributes [25].

Then through principle component analysis, we choose suit-
able features to construct feature vector. Thirdly, according
to the samples of four classes gathered above, we adopted
a random extraction strategy to accelerate classification.
Random function is utilized to automatically select partial
sample pixels with the same features as final training samples.
Then the total number of samples would decrease, but the
sample species would not change. Furthermore, via inputting
sample data, SVM classifier would be trained. Lastly, it
would be used to classify the remaining unrecognized objects.
Then an initial building mask can then be extracted from the
SVM classification result [Figure 4(b)].

D. POST-PROCESSING FOR FINAL BUILDING EXTRACTION
BASED ON SHADOW
Given the advantage of classification and various building
samples, most buildings can be detected in the initial building
mask. However, there are two deficiencies: (1) some build-
ings are poorly in completeness because they are recognized
as other classes; (2) some non-buildings, especially bare land,
may be recognized as buildings. Therefore, we conduct post-
processing to improve completeness and correctness.

1) MORPHOLOGICAL OPERATIONS TO DELETE SMALL
NON-BUILDING PIXELS AND TO FILL IN BUILDING HOLES
Small, scattered and incorrect building pixels can be
removed by combining simple dilatation, erosion, closing
and opening operations reasonably. Some holes in building
roofs which are occasionally erroneously recognized can then
be processed by filling in the internal contours attributed to
buildings. Therefore, morphological operations can generally
be used in the entire process of building extraction to delete
small non-building pixels and fill in building holes.

2) REGION GROWTH TO SUPPLEMENT
INCOMPLETE BUILDINGS
With regard to some buildings which are recognized partly,
we utilized the region growth algorithm to supplement
these incomplete building regions. We choose I ,G and
Grey as the feature parameters, and their values can be
adjusted manually to obtain as better results as possible.
Figure 4(c) indicates the results improved by morphological
operations and with the region growth method. The findings
suggest that the completeness of building regions has clearly
improved.

3) PROPOSED BUILDING VERIFICATION INDEX
BASED ON SHADOW
Because bare lands are more similar to some buildings
in spectral features compared with other classes, they are
the most non-buildings among initial building mask extracted
from classification results. So we design a novel index to
distinguish buildings from the candidate regions.

Given that buildings usually cast shadows whereas bare
lands do not, we design a newly index η to recognize
building based on shadow evidence. Specially, each candidate
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building region (CBR) is shifted according to its shift vector
VR described in equation (8) with the same strategy of
shifting shadow region.

VR = −
√
λlR · V i (8)

Where VR is opposite to the direction of illumination, lR is
the perimeter of CBR.

Define the intersection edge between shifted candidate
building region (SCBR) and the boundary of enlarged candi-
date building region (ECBR) as EdgeRSD. As for any CBR to
be judged, η represents the rate of the shadow on EdgeRSD,
which is defined as follows

η =
NSD
NRSD

(9)

Where NRSD and NSD are the total pixels number and
shadow pixels number on EdgeRSD. As shown in [Figure 3],
ECBR can be gained by dilate CBR once. If CBR is attributed
to a building, part of the building shadow certainly covers
most of EdgeRSD. By contrast, a corresponding shadow does
not fall on its EdgeRSD if the region represents bare land.
It leads to η of buildings is much higher than that of bare
lands. Thus, the η index can efficaciously recognize build-
ings. Then these non-buildings can be removed.

FIGURE 3. Schematic that describes the method of obtaining EdgeRSD
and the evidence that η efficaciously recognizes buildings. The blue
region represents CBR, whereas the purple region (SCBR) is determined
by shifting the building region according to VB. The red solid line denotes
EdgeRSD, which is the boundary of the dilated building region in the
shifted building region. The azure dashed line is the shadow on EdgeRSD.
If the region is bare land, then the length of the shadow line is almost 0.

Lastly, each candidate building region would be verified
by the aforementioned index η. Those regions with low η

would be removed. Experimental results show that 0.5 is an
reasonable threshold for η. Moreover, we preserve all of the
regions which have building samples to avoid erroneously
removing some building regions. The final building mask can
be extracted by integrating the aforementioned operations to
post-process the initial results. Figure 4(d) shows that the
proposed two level post-processing can automatically opti-
mize the initial building results.

III. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
A. INPUT DATASET AND ACCURACY
ASSESSMENT STRATEGY
The results are assessed using the reference building extracted
by a professional human operator.

FIGURE 4. (a) The result for the building samples (Red). (b) corresponds
to the initial building mask (Red) extracted from the classification result.
(c) The result (Red) optimized by optimized through morphological
operations and region growth. (d ) The final result of building extraction,
which are obtained by inspecting each region in (c) according to η.

To evaluate the result effectively, correctness, complete-
ness and F-measure [33] illustrated in Equations (10)–(12),
are used to evaluate the pixel-based and object-based perfor-
mance of the results. |TP|, |FP| and |FN| represent the number
of true positive (detected correctly), false positive (detected
erroneously) and false negative (undetected) respectively.
In the calculation of the object-based performance, if the pixel
overlap ratio of each building object to its reference building
is ranged in (0.6, 1.0], (0, 0.6) and 0, they will be labelled as
TP, FP and FN respectively.

correctness =
(TP)

(TP+ FP)
(10)

completeness =
(TP)

(TP)+ (FN)
(11)

F-measure =
2× (correctness)× (completeness)
(correctness)+ (completeness)

(12)

B. RESULT ANALYSIS
1) ASSESSMENT OF THE MAIN PROCESS RESULT OF THE
PROPOSED METHOD
Figure 5 shows a series of results generated in the process
of extracting buildings, including sample regions of four
categories, the initial building mask and the final building
results. The images in the first column are the original VHR
images. Those in the second column indicate the automatic
results of shadow detection, vegetation detection, building
sample regions and the manually obtained sample regions
of bare land. The initial buildings can be extracted from the
classification results generated by inputting samples of four
classes into SVM classifier, as illustrated in the images of the
third column. The final building extraction results can then be
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FIGURE 5. (First column) Test patches (a)–(d). (Second column) Images with four different classes as prepared for classification, where colours green,
black, red, blue and gray indicate the regions of vegetation, shadows, building samples, bare land samples and unlabelled pixels, respectively.
(Third column) Initial building masks extracted from the classification results. (Fourth column) Final building extraction results, where the colours
green, red and blue represent TP, FP and FN pixels, respectively.

generated after post-processing, as presented in the images of
the fourth column.

The samples automatically selected by the proposed
method are very comprehensive. As shown in the second
column in Figure 5, red regions are building samples
extracted by the proposed method. The samples almost
cover each building, which supplies sufficient building
information for classification. Therefore, it is significant
for improving the accuracy of the initial building result.
In comparison, some initial building results generated by
combining manually selected samples with SVM classifier
are complemented. 13 images are tested by using different
sample selecting measures. Figure 6 shows the comparison
between the pixel-based performances of the initial results

gained by these two methods, including correctness and
completeness. The averages of correctness, completeness
and F-measure in the automatic method are 74.7%, 81.3%
and 76.8%, while those of the manual method are 64.1%,
82.1% and 71.2% respectively. In comparison, the correct-
ness of the automatic method is a bit higher than the manual
method and the completeness is similar. In fact, F-measure
combining correctness with completeness can reflect the
performance accurately. In sum, as illustrated in Figure 6(c),
it is obvious that F-measure of automatic method is gener-
ally higher than the ones of compared method. Thus, our
proposed method gained more accurate initial buildings. It is
mainly due to building samples, other shadow, and vegetation
samples extracted automatically, variously, and completely.
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TABLE 1. Performance levels of building extraction results in Figure 5.

FIGURE 6. The initial results acquired by SVM classification with manual samples and automatic samples, shown in (a) pixel-based correctness, (b)
pixel-based completeness, and (c) F measure performance.

Therefore, the proposed method assured the classification to
provide an accurate initial building result.

Table 1 illustrated the performance of the initial and
final building results of the proposed method from pixel-
based and object-based perspectives respectively. Obviously,
the performance of the final results is better than that of
the initial results. The correctness and completeness are
improved greatly. For example, as for 5(a), the initial results
almost detect most of the buildings and some non-buildings
such as road. Therefore, its completeness reaches 93% while
its correctness is only 70%. After the promotion of the
post-processing, each index especially correctness increases
greatly which reaches 97%. Similarly, results of other images
are optimized obviously by the post-processing. The reason
is that bare lands which is similar with buildings in spectral
features, are the main misrecognition. The proposed strate-
gies uses shadow index to distinguish between bare land
and building in the post-processing, so most non-buildings
especially shadow are removed. Therefore, the correctness
is improved significantly. In addition, adopting suitable
mathematical morphology and region growth processing,
the completeness of buildings can be improved partly. Seen
from the object-based performance of final results, almost
all buildings can be found correctly and with little wrong
recognition. In sum, the post-processingmethod improves the

correctness and completeness of the final results obviously,
and the final performance is good in pixel-based and object-
based evaluation.

If non-building objects adjacent to a building have similar
spectral signature, sometimes they are prone to be recognized
as part of building as complemented. That is why there are
a few of erroneous building detection. Therefore, our post-
processing strategy can also be used to solve the problems
induced by classification. The overall performance of these
test images indicates that our approach efficiently detects
buildings. Therefore, the proposed method is efficient to
detect buildings.

2) ASSESSMENT OF THE COMPARISON TO OTHER
BUILDING EXTRACTION RESULTS
Another building extractionmethod given byGhaffarian [34],
using shadow to detect training areas for parallelepiped clas-
sification(i.e. SD-PAC) is introduced to compare with the
proposed approach in this paper. IV depicts a set of clear
visual comparison results. The images in the first column are
the original VHR images. Those in the second column are
the results of the proposed method in this paper. The results
of SD-PAC are illustrated in the images of the third column.
Their performance is listed in Table 2.
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TABLE 2. Performance levels of building extraction results.

Table 2 and Figure 7 illustrated the difference between the
performance of our proposed approach and SD-PAC method.
Obviously, experimental results on the test images show that
the proposed approach attained better performance in both
pixel-based and object-based accuracy. The main reason lies
in the different strategies of classification and post-processing
methods.

Firstly, in the process of classification, shadow is used to
acquire training samples of building but different classifiers
are adopted to obtain the initial result. By using shadow to
acquire building samples, it is efficient to get an accurate
initial building location. If the samples of some isolated build-
ings are not collected at first, the buildings probably cannot
be detected. Then these missing buildings won’t be counted
in the object-based performance. Therefore, the object-based
performance of completeness can indicate the accuracy of
classification results from another perspective. As shown
in Table 2, it is easy to find the differences in object-
based completeness in both methods are small, less than 7%.
In some images, they almost got the similar accuracy, such
as 7(e), 7(f). This means shadows can provide sufficient
samples to find possible buildings. Thus, the object-based

completeness has not big difference. Moreover, because we
adopt SVM classifier while SD-PAC uses parallelepiped
classifier in supervise classification, the correctness of final
results can reflect their ability in detecting accurate buildings.
Generally speaking, SVM has a better ability in classification
in comparison. Our SVM method totally is about higher than
the SD-PAC method by 13.4%. Thus, with sufficient samples
and appreciate classifier, the performance of the initial results
through the proposed method is overall higher than SD-PAC.

Moreover, owing to adopting different post-processing
strategies, the accuracy of the final results differs a lot, espe-
cially in the object-based correctness. Because SD-PAC just
uses mathematics morphology to remove small regions and
complete some undetected building holes located inside of
detected buildings. Its completeness is improved. However,
it lacks a further measure to verify whether the detected
regions is building or not leading to a lower correctness.
In contrast, in our approach, except morphology optimiza-
tion, we additionally adopt shadow verification to remove
those wrongly detected buildings and region growth to
complement those regions adjacent to buildings. In addition,
the most non-buildings are bare lands. The proposed index
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FIGURE 7. (First column) Test patches (e)–(k). (Second column) The results of the
proposed method. (Third column) The results of the SD-PAC (Ghaffarian [34]) where the
colours green, red and blue represent TP, FP and FN pixels, respectively.

using shadow is very efficient to distinguish them. With its
help, those detected initial non-buildings can be removed
effectively. Then, the correctness of our approach can be

improved greatly. As shown in Figure 7, red objects are
non-buildings which cannot be filtered by post-processing,
where such wrong recognition is serious in SD-PAC method.
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TABLE 3. Elapsed time of each section in the proposed building detection
approach.

In some complex scenes, such as 7(g) and 7(i) there are
some FPs in both methods. These phenomenon always
occur in some building where its adjacent bare land has
similar spectral features with them. They are masked together
in the initial results that post-processing cannot distinguish.
However, even in this situation, the proposed methods have
much less FPs than SD-PAC.Meanwhile, as shown in Table 2,
the average of correctness object-based in the proposed
method is about 95%, which is 30% up to SD-PAC. There-
fore, the performance of F-measure in the proposed method
is generally better than SD-PAC.

3) COMPUTATION TIME
The proposed methods were implemented in a VS2010 envi-
ronment using a hybrid program code based on C++ and
OpenCV. All of the experiments were conducted on a desktop
computer with an Intel Core i5 CPU, 3.10 GHz and 4 GB
RAM. The elapsed time for each section in our proposed
methods to extract shadows, vegetation and buildings from
16 test images are indicated in Table 3. The average number
of pixels is 512,360 (772× 663). This indicates that the total
and average elapsed time are approximately 753.39s (=12.55
min) and 47.08 s respectively. Moreover, the average duration
of shadow and vegetation detection is only 0.18 s, which
corresponds to the shortest time in all of the stages. This speed
mainly benefits from the principle of spectral signatures with
automatic thresholds. By contrast, the SVM classification of
building extraction consumes the most time at 92% of the
total time. However, the average time required to process an
image is approximately 47 s, which is much less than the
average processing time required by the method presented by
Ok [4]. This rapid processing time is attributed to the random
strategy applied to select some samples, which reduces the
number of samples and does not influence the classification
results.

IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we propose novel methods to detect build-
ings in RGB VHR images using shadow sufficiently in the
process of collecting samples and building verification.

Results are compared with other methods from two aspects.
Experimental results show that this proposed sample extrac-
tion by shadow is effective and can improve the automa-
tion greatly. In addition, the final results are compared with
SD-PAC. Both post-processing strategy differ a lot especially
in building verification. Because the SD-PAC doesn’t have
any verificationmeasures, leading to its performancewhich is
much lower than the proposed method. In contrast, integrated
with region growth and morphological operations as well as
verification through shadow, the results are optimized effec-
tively by our proposed method. Thus, our post-processing
strategy can also be used to solve the problems induced by
classification and then leads to the overall accuracy improved
greatly.

The experimental results on over 16 test images derived
from aerial and satellite images demonstrate that the proposed
approach is successful in terms of shadow, vegetation
and building detection. A significant characteristic of our
approach is that it is no longer restricted with respect to image
type because it requires only RGB band data, which are basic
data in all kinds of VHR images. Therefore, the application
range of our approach is broad. Nonetheless, our building
extraction approach requires manual operation to obtain bare
land samples. In addition, pixel-based classification has some
drawbacks to obtain complete buildings. Hence, on one hand,
future work should focus on automatically acquiring bare
land samples which will promote the automation of our
approach. On the other hand, object-oriented segmentation
can be furtherly integrated with our proposed strategy using
shadow to obtain better results. Last but not least, other pieces
of building evidence should also be researched and combined
with shadows for building verification.
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